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ABSTRACT

Starting from a. systematic study of the salient features regarding the

quantum-mechanical two-particle scattering off an energy-dependent (ED) single

separable potential and i ts connection with the rani-2 energy-independent (El)

separable potential in the T-(K-) amplitude formulation, the present status

of the ED single separable potential models due to Tabakin (Ml), Garcilazo (M2)

and Ahmad (M3) has been discussed. It turned out that the incorporation of a

self-consistent optimization procedure improves considerably the results of

the SQ and Sĵ  scattering phase shifts for the models (M2) and (M3) upto the

CM wave number q = 2.5 fn> > although the extrapolation of the results upto

q = 10 fm reveals that the two models follow the typical behaviour of the

well-known super-soft core potentials. It has been found that a .variant of

(M3) — i .e . (Mlt) involving one more parameter - gives the phase shifts results

which are generally in excellent agreement with the data upto q = 2.5 fm and

the extrapolation of the results for the S case in the higher wave number

range not only follows the corresponding data qualitatively but also reflects

a behaviour similar to the Reid soft core and Hamada-Johnston potentials to-

gether with a good agreement with the recent U»/3j Pads' f i ts . A brief

discussion regarding the features resulting from the variations in the ED

parts of al l the four models under consideration and their correlations vith

the inverse scattering theory methodology concludes the paper.
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I . •IHTEOEUCTIOir

The usefulness of the separable potentials in the analytic solution of
the two particles scattering problems together with the simplifications of the

integrals appearing in the three- and few-particles problems present them as
an interesting candidate for the incorporation into the current investigation
in the nucleon-nudeon and nucleon-nucleus interaction . As is well known,

for a definite partial wave, say I = 0, the rank-1 energy-independent (El)

separable potential in the momentum representation, viz.

where a^ is the nature [^+l(-l) for the repulsion (attraction)! and

X1 (> 0) is the strength, has been widely used for representing the S-wave

nucleon-nucleon (M) interaction with the lamaguchi form factor for the

function g(k) in numerous scattering and bound state problems 3)

However, despite the traditional incorporation of the potential ( l . l )

in a variety of problems, i t has been emphasised repeatedly that i ts

structure is in general too poor for realistic phenomenological applicationsv

As a matter of fact with such a potential one can neither reproduce the NN

scatterings nor create the continuum bound states, except for very specific

cases. The state of affairs is usually remedied *) by introducing an El

rank-2 separable potential in the overall formalism% viz.

I t seema worthwhile clarifying this point in some detail. At high energies,

the HS phase shifts change sign whereas the potential (1.1) gives rise to the

positive phase shifts at all energies. s i n c e t h e <*ange i n a i 6 n i B d u e t 0 t h e

strong repulsive nature of the actual interaction at very short distances,

one can reproduce the overall phase shifts 9 ^ ' 1 0 ^ by choosing, for example, a^

attractive and a£ repulsive in the potential (1.2) instead of taking only <s1

attractive or repulsive in { l . l} . A similar technique is employed also for

the S-wave alpha-alpha scattering . So far as the continuum bound states

are concerned, Pisent has recently recapitulated the specific caaeB

and has re-established the particular conditions under which a rarik-1 separable

potential can give rise to such states. Accordingly, for the higher rank

separable potentials such states are in principle possible with any kind of

form factors and an S-wave Yamaguchi rank-2 repulsive and attractive potential

is quite suitable for generating them • .

-a-



1,(1.2)

at the price, however, of doubling the number of parameters and enhancing the
calculational efforts in the tvo-particles subsystems and hence introducing
tvice as many coupled amplitudes as the input, for example, to the three-
part icles subsystems.

An alternative way for handling the problem of the simultaneous
reproduction of the attractive as well as the repulsive behaviours of, say,
the nucleon-nucleon phase shifts in the 1 S 0 and % states - vhile retaining
the ease and compactness offered by the ra;iV.-l potential formulation - i s to
introduce in some way the energy-depeuaence in the rsnk-1 potentials of type
( l . l ) . There have been a few attempts in this direction. Tabakin
(Model 1) , for example, introduces a relatively complicated energy-dependent
form factor

QUA - (1.3)

in the single separable interaction ( l . l ) . Here a, a, b and d are the constants
depending upon the various pbenomenological behaviours of the nucleon-nucleon
interaction and Kc corresponds to the c r i t i ca l wave number at which the phase
shifts change sign. Garcilazo X (Model 2),on the other hand, considers the
rank-1 ED potential

with the ED factor

IKE) * -

E
c being the critical energy at which the phase shiftB change sign. Finally,

while taking into account the conjecture that the K-amplitude corresponding

to the ED potential of type {l.k) can be correlated to the average of the

K-amplitudes due to a repulsive and an attractive El single separable potential,

Ahmad (Model 3) introduces a specific ansatz for the ED factor, viz.

Z'PZ)
(1.6)

for the Yamaguchi form factor g(k) and (3 • viE , u • 2m/f[ ; m being the
reduced mass of the NM system. All these approaches reproduce with the varying
degrees of accuracy the nucleon-nucleon S-wave phase shifts upto about 600 MeV
except that the Tabakin interaction gives r i se to s - discontinuity in the
phase shift at the energy at which the phase shifts change sign.

The aim of the present paper is three-fold. First of a l l , starting
from the standard Lippmann-Schvinger (L5) approach for the transition amplitude
corresponding to a general non-local ED potential in the momentum representation,
we describe the classification and hence the eventual nomenclature of the
possible ED separable potentials which can encounter not only the models
mentioned so far but may also be used for the generation of other ED models
(Sec.II) . In this section we also give the conjecture that the T-(K-)
amplitudes corresponding to the single ED separable potential can be correlated
with the average of the T-(K-) amplitudes corresponding to a repulsive and an
attractive El single separable potential under particular conditions. This
ultimately enables one to "visualize" the role of the ED part of the separable
potential in the general two-particles scattering problems and i t s connection
with the rank-2 El separable potentials.

Secondly, after specifying the various form factors and giving the
corresponding T-(K-) amplitude relations in the closed forma for the models
mentioned above (Sec.III) , we recapitulate the nresent status of these models
and look for the possible improvements of Models 2 and 3 by employing the
powerful optimization techniques and studying the parameter spaces by analysing
the contour plots of the essential parameters. The purpose of such studies i s
not to obtain the best f i t s to the data but to understand the variations!
mechanisms of the parameters and get acquitance with the extent upto which one
may rely upon any of them. On the basis of such knowledge, thirdly, we
introduce a variant of Model 3 and not only study the corresponding phase shifts
upto 2.5 fm"1, but also analyse the related characteristics and their
comparison in the extrapolated range ( i . e . upto about 10 fm )•
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Finally, in Sec.IV, a detailed discussion on the validity of various

ansatz regaring the ED parts of the single separable potentials, their physical

and analytical justification, together with their possible connection with the

inverse scattering theory methodology concludes the paper.

oO

'i E)

(2 .5)

II. IU3DAMEHTAIS IN TEE SCATTERING WITH ED POTENTIALS

2.1 Basic formulation

Since the essentials of the scattering with the El non-local potentials

are well known 1 T ' " 2 0 ' , we shall be very brief in describing the basic

formulation with the ED potentials. Considering the two particles, single

channel Lippmann-Bchwinger T-amplitude equation for the scattering due to an

ED non-local potential in the momentum representation, viz.

(2.1)

P representing the Cauchy principal value of the integral.

As is veil known, in the case of the El non-local potentials, Eqs.(2.2)

and (2.5) can be solved analytically ty employing the separable potential

techniques. In analogy, i t may be wprthwhile studying in some detail the

various ways of separating the ED potential V (k,k';E). Thus, to start with,

assuming that for a given positive quantity £ , however small, the potential

V (k,k';E) may he approximated hy a finite-rank potential V (k,k';E) such

that

u
KM (2.6)

where Hfthe rank of the potential is a positive integer. In order to make the

rank index m*re explicit,in what follows, the partial wave index 4 will be

dropped, unless otherwise necessary.

where the symbols have their usual significance, one may write for the 1th

partial wave in the standard notation

in which we have used the following expansions:

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.!*)

2mand cos6 = k«k7|kj |fc?|; ji = ~ , m = reduced mass. Analogously, the

corresponding K-snplitude equation turns out to be

2.2 Classification and nomenclature

Given that V(k,k';E) can be approximated by the finite rank.ED potential

VjjCk.k'jE), the separation of the latter potential into the momentum co-ordinates

can be influenced remarkably by the way in which the energy-dependence enters

into the formulation. I t appears that this is the key point for the generation

of various ED aeparable potential models and hence should be analysed thoroughly.

For this purpose we classify the ED potentials into the implicit-and explicit-

energy- dependent separable potentials.

Definition 1: Any finite rank.non-local ED potential(say V (k1,k";2),is

called implicit ED separable potential if i t can be expressed as

and the form factors \j (k;E) take account of the energy dependence implicitly

(intrinsically).

-5-



For such ED separable potentials, there is no need to introduce a
particular form of the function which may depend on the energy of the system
in an ad hoc vay. The price one has to pay for this fac i l i ty , however, is
the introduction of very coaplicated form factors involving numerous parameters
in the scattering formulation. A quick glance at the form factor (1.3)
reveals that Model 1 fal ls into this class of ED separable potentials. I t
appears that th is type of potentials may be of particular interest in relation
to the analysis of the off-shell scattering amplitudes and potentials 2 1 ' and
hence i t may be worthwhile having further investigations on a more general
ground in this direction.

, a: types of potentials VN(V,k";E) in which the energy dependence
N

can be isolated through a definite ED function from the form factors in the
separation process are called explicit ED separable potentials.

This type of ED separable potentials con be regarded as more simple for
the calculational and comparison purposes due to the ad hoc energy dependence.
Since the l a t t e r may be introduced into the separable expansion in several
manners, i t may bs^worthvhile defining them accordingly.

Mote that the potential (2.8) incorporates a term-by—term energy

dependence and the potential (2.9) takes into account a global energy dependence

(no summation over n in the ED variables). However, the tvo potentials coincide

for the case of a rank-1 separable potential; but for higher rank separable

potentials the ED part of (2.9) remains invariant, whereas the number of ED

parameters in (2.8) increases as the order of the rank.

Definition kz Let £ (E) and E(E) be some simple (smooth) functions of the

energy E of the system and &.(fc) be the El form factors in the standard sense;

then any f ini te rank ED potential , say, V (k ' ,k";E), is called the multiplicative

ED separable potential i f i t can be expressed in any of the following forms:

(2.10)

Definition 3: Let fQ(E) be some simple (smooth) function of the energy E of
the system and gQ(k) be the El form factors in the standard sense; then any
fini te ran* ED potent ia l , say V]J{k1,k";E) is called the additive ED separable
potential i f i t can he expressed in any of the following forms:

(2.8)

(2.9)

where the significance of the subscript E with a and \ is self-evident.
n n

-T-

(2.11)

As before, the two types coincide for the rank-1 case but this time
give r ise to the ED single separable potential (l.*0 on vhieh the structure

of Models 2 and 3 has been buil t up. Note that the quantities a _ and a™
mi, L>

do not remain as significant here as in the previous cases but they have been

kept here for the sake of symmetry. The main difference between the additive

and multiplicative ED separable potentials is reflected through the cases where

the - strengths of the ED part (i.e. X or X_) are switched off. Whereas the

multiplicative potentials become zero in such cases« the additive potentials

reduce to the finite rank El separable potentials. viz.s
(2.12a)

>

(2.12b)

-8-



VJ..X/ ana under the
approximation

C2.M)

for some given positive. etu&Btity n ; however small.

It should be. emphaMsed here that tbe additive ED potentials in-
corporate the energy dependence in a "perturbative" sense in comparison.with
til*: multiplicative ED potentials-which-may lie regarded as the "purely" energy*-
dependent potentials.

(2.16)

where, for the sake.of simplicity, A has been taken to he unity and use has

been made of the veil-known decomposition theorems, for the polynomials W(E)

and 5(E) belonging to the field F of the polynomial damaia FJE3 in the

standard way
22)

Eq..(2.6) can finally be written as

2.3 A conjecture

Let las coned-der the KOtential. T^t*-'',k";JBi of Eq.(2.11) which, reduces,
ta the potant*»l. U.h)-fat: jfc--1- aaftv ^ig-.^g}. .wfj^).r.. The -solution of.
E9.(2.2J- fbi- this raak-1 0D. potential turns, out to-be

for », ... V(E> = ; in the case of the S-wav* partial

wave and the subscript IE indicating, the •T-Enrpiitttde dine to W ranJt-1 potential.
Qa the oth«r hand* for a raak-1 EE potestiai of type (J..J.)., thft corrftaponding

i s given, by . . '

(2.15)

in the obvioas notatiotlv

If one starts from the ansatz

A being a real constant, one may rewrite E9.C2.ll1) in the form

E »

(2.17)

where T,/. »{k,,fc,;E) and Tj/^iCli./.k-;]!:) represent the T amplitudes corresponding,

respectively, to the: EC single rank separable potentials, say,

Of, JL &,(&.) g-Cig) and *i("-)?i'ST/11!^ Sh^o ' ^n t b e oth:"-oufl notation and

making use of Eij. (2.15).

Analogotiflly, starting fro» the K-autplitude equation (2.5) for the

potential (l.li> and i = 0 wave, viz.

IE

with £l(E) • P I

(£.18)

an
, and going through the ansat2

{»_ £{35)/m., t^Bj?.-• JI2 "i n being a real constant which may be chosen to be
15)

unity for the sake of simplicity:» one may write

where the symbols have their obvious significance. In the operator notations,
i t is BtraightforwaEd to show that for a given t(E}, T^ can be eĵ preaaed in
terms of K._ through the well-knass expression

-9- -10-



2.k The role of the ED part

(2.20)

with £ = £• pq.j 1 ~ fE. In view of the results (2.17) and (2.19) one can

deduce the following con j ecture.

The T-(K-) amplitude corresponding to the.scattering from a single-
rank ED separable potential can be regarded as the average of the T-(K-)
anmlitudes corresponding to a repulsive and an attractive single-rank El
separable interactions having the indentical strengths and form factors.

The validity of the above result has also been checked by another method
in the previous work . The important point is that the conjecture has been
obtained without the employment of eith-.r the on-shell approximation or a
particular choice of the form factor g(k). The physical picture of the scattering
processes contained in Eqs.(2.17) and (2.19) may be described as follows: the
T-(K-) amplitude corresponeing to each of the rank-1 El potentials dominates
the scattering process over a certain energy region and hence the overall
behaviour of the scattering phenomenon can be well approximated by averaging
the corresponding amplitudes, as done precisely by the rabk-1 ED separable
potential .

A further consequence of this conjecture i s that one automatically
obtains the analytic expressions for the ED part TJ'(E) • u £(E) of the in te r -
action. In fact, from the T-(K-) amplitude expressions (2.17) and (2.19), one
may derive the ansatz which may be ut i l i sed through an appropriate choice of
the parameters, as an i n i t i a l guess in the scattering formulation, i . e . for
the Yamaguchi form factors one may write in the obvious notation:

This point wil l be further discussed in the following section.

-11-

At this stage one may ~ae justif ied in asking if the rank-1 ED separable

potential (l.U) can represent upto some extent the behaviour of the rank-2 El

separable potential (1.2), what is the connection between the two types of

potentials? As a matter of fact, one may establish the desired relation by

considering the corresponding T-(K-) amplitudes expressions.

To "be specific, the T-ampJi tude for a rank-2 El separable potential
[ef. Eqs.(l.2) and (2.12b)} can be written as follows:

with

and
4.

In the ease F (E )» °p one gets *)

F 4 1 (E) -

(2.23)

where, in view of (2.15), ve have introduced the notation:

*) This approximation tends to reduce the contributions due to the off-diagonal
elements of the T-amplitude and hence may lead to produce a smooth effective
interaction with the minimum off-energy-shell contributions, e.g. Eef.12.

-12-



According to the conjecture of the last subsection, the right-hand side of

Eq.. (2.23) can be correlated with the T-amplitudes corresponding to a repulsive
and an attractive single rank £1 separable potentials and hence, eventually to

1 5 ) •*
the T in the standard way

•

Consequently, the role of/ED part
of the single separable ED potential may lie regarded as to simulate the function
of the additional rank in relation with the corresponding rank-2 £1 formulation.

III. AHALYSES OF THE ED SIHOLE SEPARABLE FOTEHTIAL MODELS

While describing the fundamentals in the scattering theory vith the non-
local ED separable potentials in the previous section, not much has been said
about the specification of the potential functions g(k) and the normalization
of the T- and K-amplitu&ea in terms of the observable quantities. Since for
trtm fnirm factors the OB-ahell T-{K-) amplitudes can be calculated analytically,
tb« main psrpose of this section 1B to give the closed forma .whenever possible,
for such quantities vith reference to each model and fora factor. Subsequently,
th« numwrioal result* and their coaparison vith the data together vith the
optimization ot the models v i l l aX«o be discussed.

3 .1 oj& factors and models

Since the K-amplitude i s related to tbe T-amplitude through the
relation (2.20) and both are connected to the S-operator in the Btaadard
fashion, viz.

(3.1)

their relation vith the scattering phase shift £(q) can be established by
means of the on-shell unitary conditions:

-1

* ( 3 . 2 ) .

Vith the above prescription, the phase shifts corresponding to

Model 1 can be evaluated by

(3.3)

-13-

the parameters corresponding to each case (e.g. ^ and S^ reported in

Table I , for the sake of completeness. On the other hand, for the Yamaguchi

form factor g,(p) • (a2 + p V"1, the phase shifts due to Models S and 3 are

generated, respectively, through the expressions:

where the parameters a,$ and X are given in Table II for both cases. As
ia veil known, these parameters have been obtained by a low-energy approximation
of the K—amplitude through the effective range theory, viz.

•fr (3.6)

where A(q) » a,q and R(q) « r
ftq for the standard values of the scattering

length ag (e.g. -23.715 fm for ^ - a a d 5.378 fm for %£ channel) and the
effective r m « j- (e.g. 2.730 fm for *B? and 1.703 im for ^- - channel)e u «\ ~ x
corresponding to the nucleon-nucleon scattering . The SQ phase shifts
calculated from the parameters of Tables I and II for each model in i t s original
for* Iff. Eqs.(3V3)-(3.5)] are given upto 2.5 fm"1 in Fig.l . A comparison
with the combined ED analyses of the experimental data by Arndt et al.
reflects that al l the modele tend to give a satisfactory behaviour of the phase.
shifts with the varying degrees of accuracy , except that Modal 1

gives a T/2 discontinuity at the energy at which the phase shift changes sign

Similar considerations hold about the S. phase shifts plotted in Pig.2.

At this stage it Beerao worthwhile discussing the choice of the form

factors in the models under consideration. Although Model 1 is in itself

structured upon the form factor g(p), given by Eq.(l.3h Models 2 and 3 not

only require the specification of the usual El form factor g(p) but also need

an explicit form for the ED function fjXs

25)

Whereas the specification of the

the choice of the former is
quite free ' and•in principle any well-behaved form factor can be taken into

latter characterizes the anaatz of each model, the choice of the former is

*) Further considerations regarding the numerical specifications of these
degrees of accuracy v i l l be given in the following subsection.
"•) This is exactly true for Model 2 but for Model 3 - vhich implicity depends
upon the choice of the £1 fora factor in constructing the ED function (/tE) -
the g(p) should also be chosen in such a vay that an overall change of sign in
the phase shirt can be assured. This point will be discussed further in the
following paragraphs. _̂ j[£.—



consideration. In fact, the employment of the Yamaguchi form factor ir the
previous calculations has been mainly due to i t s wide applications in the three-
and fev part icles problems and the simplicity offered in the analytic
calculations. In this resp'ect Garcilazo has pointed out that the choice of a

form factor that fal ls off Blower than the Yamaguehi one \e.$. g(k) = ^ w + k ) J
gives a 'better agreement with the data vithin the framevork of Model 2. Sucn
a criterion cannot be adopted in Model 3 since i t cannot introduce a change
of sign in the overall formulation.

In order to have an idea about the influence of the variations in the
forms of the functions g(k) andl/(E) on the corresponding potentials - and
ultimately o» the phase shifts - in a more concrete way, one may study the
behaviours of the corresponding discontinuities across the-*TiftU.<*kiiovn branch
cuts on the real axes'. Since tne S-operator can be written as follows, in the
usual notation,

(3.7)

the discontinuity along the branch cut is given by

ICE) (3.8)

where use has been made of Eq.a.(2.l8) and (3.1). Pigs.3 and h show,
respectively, for the S and S cases, the q-behaviour of the discontinuity
corresponding to various models, e.g. the quantities

f= *
3.9a)

(3.9b)

1.9c)

(3.9d)

where we have taken a = -1 and the subscript 2 refers to the modified form

of Model 2 Ti .e . with g (q) = <(L + q2) J . A close examination of these

figures shows that whereas the discontinuity corresponding to Model 1 doeB not

change sign in the usual sense * ) , i t does do so for the remaining ones. I t

should be noted that the parameter K of Model 1 has been replaced by &
1 3 c

for the 5^ and S1 caBes in order to t reat the behaviour of a l l the models
on similar grounds.

3.2 Optimization of Models 2 and 3

In the ureviouB subsection the neutron-proton phase shifts were
obtained upto about 2.5 fm by three different models and,compared with the
standard analyses of the experimental data for S and S cases. Whereas
Model 1 incorporates a relatively large number of parameters and a particular
technique for reproducing the change of sign in the phase shifts under con-
sideration, Hodela 2 and 3 are typically based on the set of parameters
{a,JO derived respectively, from the effective range approximation of the

Since this approximation
-1

T- and K-amplitudes in the standard manner *

is s t r ic t ly followed only for very low energies, say, around q * 0.5 fm "L, i t

is expected that the set of parameters so obtained should not reproduce an

accurate description of the observed scattering phase shifts in a rea l i s t ic
23) 2h)approach for the energy range under consideration . This situation may

be remedied substantially by incorporating the generalized effective range
2T)expanBiop of the type •

. - i

(3.10)

where P and Q are the constantsi at the price^hovever, of increasing the number
of parameters in the overall formulation. Alternatively, in order to retain
the analytic simplicity of Models 2 and 3 one may optimize the given parameter
sets in the desired range of q and use the parameters so obtained, say {«,X}
in the final calculat ions.

To be more specific, l e t f(q,xj be the model function characterised
by the ordered set of parameters x and {S^.o.^}, ( i » l , . . . , I l ) , the set of
data points. Defining the error sum of squares by the quantity

-15-

") This i s quite understandable due to i t s proper nature, i . e . the change in

sign i s produced in the expression for cot^8(q)Jand not in the potential i t se l f

-16-
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(3.11)

and adopting a least squares criterion for the optimal estimation of the p-

dimensional vector 2£> the following sequential procedure may be developed.

Starting from an initial estimation of the parameter set, say x^, and

assuming that x^ lies in the vicinity of a relative minimum of F(x), a new

objective function; say

'*=*•

wT

(3.12)

with X = s. <2̂ j) £(^)/*(^j) and gCx^) = {W(ac)} and T representing

the transpose j: is defined and a new value of x_, say y_, is determined through

the relation
-i

where 8^ ia the Hessian matrix sJMoeiated with 0(x) at x_, via.

C3.13)

being the identity matrix Of ontos1"'-.$ asa; fi^)

The convergence is achieved through, the requirement

under the assumption that the Hessian matrix associated to Ffx.) at j . be positive

definite.

In the above, the function G(x_) has been introduced according to the

classical Newton-Gauss procedure consisting in linearizing the function f(ls,x)

around i . so that the positive definiteness of the Hessian of F(JC) at the

init ial point may be assured; the quadratic function A(x-£_) (STSn) l a a s 1>fSen

-17-

hence speeding up the convergence rate. The particular choice of the scaling

factor A ia obviously to let A become small whenever ||g{*Q)|l is small as

compared with F(x_) and vice versa. This is according to a suggestion of

Lavenberg . Finally, the algorithm {3.13) follows from the Hewton-Salphson

procedure which consists in moving the parameter vector x, from the contour

fix) = F(if,) > [i.e. the ellipse given by the equation

]

to the centre (extremal point) of the contour itself.

By utilizing the values of the parameters given in Table.II as the

initial guesses for the S^ and S^ cases of Models 2 and 3, the above procedure

has been adopted to obtain the optimized results shown in Figs.5 and 6. The

salient features of these results have been summarized in Table III where - in

addition to the final values of the parameter set {a,A} far each case —the

initial and final (optimized) values of the gradient norm ||g|| and the multiple

'"correlation coefficient R

are also given. The latter is net a measure of the convergence to the exact

(experimental) results but gives an idea about the reliability of a model from

the statistical view point. In fact a model will be considered so satisfactory
g £9)

as H is- not too far from unity .

In order to have an idea about the sensitivity of each model on' the

parameters involved, the contour curves of the function F(x) in the two-

dimensional parameter space around the initial (x-) and the optimized (v_)

points have also been calculated upto F(x) 4 10 and are given in Figs.7 and 8

for the SQ and S, eases of Model 2 and in Figs.9 and 10 for the corresponding

cases of Model 3- Despite the fact that the numerical scanning vas performed

over a very large domain of the parameter space, the models seem to show a

tendency of being sensitive to a very limited and selected range of the

parameters (note, for example, the flat and narrow ellipses around the optimized

points y_ and their typical orientations in the figures mentioned above). This

is in accordance with the starting ansatx of the present subsection.

Finally, it should be worth mentioning that the present results were

found to be in perfect agreement with those obtained in a te.gt run of the CERR

code HIirUIT ̂ siag the subroutine^ SIMPLEX Taearch of minimum by means of the

simplex method I and MIGRAD (search by variable metric steepest descent
32)*I

method I .
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The results of the previoussubsections show that although each one of
the Models 2 and 3 reproduce satisfactorily the behaviour of the phase
shifts under consideration, Model 2 is relatively closer to the experimental
data. Since both the models have given a positive response to the convergence
cr i te r ia of the optimization procedure adopted in the previous subsection, the
reason for the relatively low sensitivity of Model 3 needs to be traced out
elsewhere. In fact a quick glance at Figs.3 and 1* show that the at tractive and
repulsive parts of the [jm D t + J ( q ) ^ 2 differ significantly from the corresponding
quantities in Model 3. This difference can, therefore, be due to the differences
in the corresponding ansatz and refers to the intr insic characteristic of each
model.

However, for the sake of a more accurate parametrization of the data,
while s t i l l retaining the basic str.r.ture of Model -3, one may employ a variant
of this model; hereinafter referred to as Model h. Accordingly, the basic
ansatz is to replace the parameter A of Model 3 by the expression
1 • *0 expC^q), vbere ^{ fm ) and y(fm) are the parameters to be determined.
The calcul&tional procedure i s quite straightforward. Starting from the
parameters ( a , \ ) , obtained in Model 3, together with an i n i t i a l guess for V ,
one incorporates the algorithm described in the subsection 3.2 for the p(= 3 j -
dimensional vectors x^ to obtain the best Tallies, say v_, of the parameters
involved.

The results obtained from such calculations have also been shown in
Figs.3-6. Whereas Figs.3 and k describe the corresponding Im D (q) behaviour

for the SQ and S^ case3, the phase shifts are given, respectively, in Figs.5
and 6. Table IV, on the other hand, summarizes the salient features of the
model. So far as the contour curves of the model in the parameter space lunder
consideration are concerned, the curves similar to those of Models 2 and 3 may
also be plotted in the subspace {U.AQ} for the fixed values of the parameter
Y and vi«« versa.

3-It Extrapolation to' the higher energies

Since the high-energy behaviours of the potential models have proven

to be of much conceptual support towards the understanding of the basic SB

interaction characteristics from several viewpoints 12'>2T)>33)-35)^ tfa

shifts and the related observable quantities corresponding to Models 1, 2 , 3

and h were also extrapolated from q » 2 . 5 f m to q. jg 10 fm , without taking

into consideration - at least at this strngt- either any re la t iv ia t ic
27) 3k)

correction * or the attempts to optimize the parameters on the basis of

the available data in the parts of the extended range.
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have been given already in Figs.3 anJ. h, of particular interests are thr

phase shifts behaviours shown in Figs.11 and 12 for the SQ and S1 eases. I t

appears tliat although Models 2 and 3 tend to follow the super soft core

behaviours. Models 1 and If are more close to the nature of the Reid soft core

and Hamada-Johnston potentials in the energy range under consideration . In

particular, the S phase shifts calculated by Model h qualitatively follow the

experimental data and are in very good agreement with the Z.h/3J Pade f i t s of

Hartt " ' . Finally, the variations of the real and imaginary parts of the
-i -i cases

3-matrix: for the S and S J_are given in F igs . 13, Ik and 15.-JA-, for the

sake of completeness, for a l l t he four models. Of course , the u n i t a r i t y c i r c l e

obtained by the well-known p l o t of FeS vs . ImS i s followed by a l l t he models

over the e n t i r e energy range in each case and haB not been given here for t he

sake of b r e v i t y .

IV. DISCUSSIOH. AMD' SUMMARY

Although the r a t i ona l analyses of t h e NH s c a t t e r i n g observables through

a r e a l i s t i c M i n t e r a c t i o n necessa r i ly demands a careful matching to t h e low- to -

moderate energy pion-nucleus and pioa-pion phase s h i f t s toge the r with t h e nucleon

electromagnetic form fac to r s - i n addi t ion t o t h e usual SB phase s h i f t s

corresponding t o various p a r t i a l waves , t h e main motivation behind the

present work has been t o analyse the c a p a b i l i t y of the various ED s ing le

separable p o t e n t i a l models t o simulate the a c t u a l UN i n t e r a c t i o n for t he ^ 0

and S cases . In t h i s s p i r i t mainly these models have been taken in to

considerations.

Whereas the f i r s t two (the so-called Models 1 and 2) were based on the
two distinct ansatz - i . e . the form factor of Eq.(l.3) derived from an ED
inverse scattering method in the former and the ED part given by a phenomenological
function of Eq.U.5) together with the usual El Yamaguehi form factor in the
l a t t e r ; Model 3 emerged "basically from the conjecture (cf. subsection 2.3)
correlating the It-amplitude corresponding to the ED single separable potential
with those of the single rank attractive and repulsive potentials under
particular conditions. Since the nature of the rea l i s t ic attractive and
repulsive nuclear forces differs considerably in magnitude and structure, i t
can be argued that the above mentioned ED factor (cf. Eft. (1.6)) can only give a
satisfactory overall behaviour of the observable quantities for the Yamaguehi
form factors. In fact, Figs.1 and 2 show that although Model 3 reproduces a
fairly good behaviour of the &Q and ^ phase shifts upto q = 2. 5 fm - with
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R » 0.895 and 0.906 for the two cases respectively; Model 2 remains relatively

closer to the experimental data. Hodel 1, on the other hand, follows Model 2

only in the very low energy range and s tar ts departing remarkably vith the

increase in energy, partly because of the slightly underestimated value of the

parameter K .c
12)

Since the sets of parameters (a,X}in Models 2 and 3 were obtained

from the low energy effective range expansion of the T-(K-) amplitude which is

strictly followed only around q£j 0-5 fin > it was considered that the

discrepancies in the corresponding results might be partially due to this

approximation. Consequently, a self-consistent optimization procedure was

adopted to obtain the improved values of the parameter sets for Models 2 and 3. *'

In the S Q case, for example, the E improvements are found to be 2.1*1 amd 1.2ft

while in the S. case they correspond to 0.1)5 and It.6%. The corresponding

gradient norms, however, generally show a more drastic change (eg. Table III)

except for S case of Model 2 where the change is relatively marginal due to

a better initial start.

In order to have a further insight into the methodological behaviour of

the optimization procedure involved, the scanning of the improvement pattern in

the parameter space {a,X} has been carried out by analysing the contour plots

of the function F(x) for the two models £cf. Figs.7 to 10J . It should be noted

that the related ellipses turn out to be very flat and occupy a very small

portion of the parameter space, showing that even for the large values of the

quantity F(x_), the optimization technique keeps the variations in the parameter

sets very near to the physical values and just introduces the necessary

improvements due to the higher energy effects in the desired q-range (i.e. 0 to

2,5 flu )• Moreover, the narrowness of the ellipses also indicates that one
29)

may find a linear relationship between the iiwo parameters

Of course, apart from the characteristics of the parameter sets, the

overall behaviour of the potential functions and their nature also plays a key

role in the ultimate evaluation of the observable quantities. Consequently, the

analysis of the potential function for each model has shown that Model 1 has

a very distinct nature of the potential as coavpared with Models 2,3 and 2

[Figs.3 and U] . The latter have a rather deep attractive part and a very

") The reason why Model 1 has not been optimized is mainly because it has a large

number of parameters which, in turn, give rise to a very time consuming scanning

of the parameter space. In addition the model employs the slightly under-

estimated values of the parameter K for both cases and also introduces a ^

discontinuity at the energy at which the phase shifts change sign.
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shallow repulsive t a i l which decreases to aero at very high a values in the

*S and S. cases. A coisparison vith. the results corresponding to Hodel 2 -

which is shown to give the improved results - shows that slightly improved

results may be obtained by employing a form factor vhich may slightly decrease

the attractive part and comparatively increase the repulsive part of the

interaction. This is valid, however, upto about q *$2 fm because the

available experimental results in the higher energy range ( i . e . upto about

I) fin ) for the 8_ phase shifts remarkably differ from th i s behaviour
33)which is a characteristic of the super soft core potentials .

Keeping in view the typical hard core type behaviour of Model 1, i t
was thought that the introduction of suoh a characteristic in Model 3 through
the expansion \ = XQ exp{ Vq), where V/2 may resemble the so-called range
of the hard core, might give an improvement in the overall resul t s . In fact,
Model h not only gives a veiy good representation of the experimental results
upto about 2.5 flfi [Figs.5 and 6 ] but i t s extrapolation to the higher
energies (qaS 10 fin } qualitatively follows the data upto about k ftn and
reflects a behaviour similar to that of the Reid soft core and Hamada-Johnston
potentials . In addition, the corresponding results are in good agreement
upto 10 fm"1 with thet,fc/33Pade f i t s of Hartt 2 " for the *6 case. I t is
anticipated that the involvement of the available experimental results upto
about h fm into the optimization procedure and the employment of the
"minimal relat ivi ty" procedure of Brown et a l . >>^' may n o t only give a
better simulation of the data but also give further insight into the high
energy characteristics of the repulsive part of the NH interaction.

Finally, i t may be worth emphasising that since the indication of the
usefulness of the inverse scattering problem for separable potentials by
several authors 2 ° ' > 3 < '~ ° ' l very few efforts have been »ade i n order to apply
i t to the rea l i s t ic quantum mechanical problems. This is mainly due to the
inherent complications in the numerical solution of the exact problems
The models analysed here try to circumvent in one way or another the numerical
problems by introducing a. phenamenological ED part - whose characteristics
have been analysed at the beginning of this work. What remains to be seen is
the correlation of the variations in th is part with the corresponding
expressions in the exact scattering theory and their influence over the
obBervable quantities related to the M interaction. In addition, the
simplifications offered by the ED separable potentials in the three- and many-
particles problems need to be analysed thoroughly from the analytical as well
as the numerical view points.
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Tatle I

The parameters of Model 1
12)

Channel

\

\

(tm~3)

ltOO.8fc3lt

lot.61

a

(fta"1}

i*.05

I1.05

ID

(fta"1)

1.O85W

2.36

(flu"1)

1.7

1.7

d

(to"1)

1.683

6.0

Table II

the parameters of Models 2 and 3

Model

a

3

Channel

\

\

\

\

taT1)

l.auito

1.7k5O

1.9560

3.5508

9
(fm-1)

1.9110

1.9706

1.9110

1.9706

X
(fm"2)

0.6335

2.3730

1.8921*

5.23U1(
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The parameters aod the salient characteristics of Model k
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CAPTIOUS

Fig.l The theoretical UN phase shift behaviours for the 5^ channel
corresponding to Model 1 (—x—*—- ) , Model 2 (—+-'+— ) and Model 3
(—o—e—) compared with the corresponding combined ED analyses of
the experimental data by Arndt et al. (—• — •—) _

Same as in Fig.l but for the S1 channel.

The variation of the discontinuity Im D (gj for different models

and corresponding to the parameters of S channel. In addition to the

curve convention* employed in the caption of Fig.l for the first

three models, Model 2 ( ) and Model k ( — o — o — ) are also

given. Please refer to the text for further details. It should be

noted that Model 1 (—•*—*——) does not change sign in the usual sense

but the corresponding curve (——•' •• ) reflects its behaviour in

the upper quadrant for the comparison sake after q > B

Same as in Fig.3 hut for the parameters of the S, channel.

Fig^ The optimized results of the phase shifts corresponding to Models 2,

3 and 1* for the S channel, compared with the analyses of Arndt et al,.
The curve conventions are the same as in Figs.l and 3.

Fig.6 Same as in Fig.5 but for the S channel.

Contour plots of Model 2Q^ Q casej for the different values of
the function F(:c) [cf. Eq.(3.1l)j around the optimized set of the
parameters alpha and lambda. The continuous curves (—'—) Nos.2, 3,
U and 5 respectively correspond to F(xJ = 0.18T112, = 0.987112,
= 5.167112 and •> 10.187112. The dashed curves (—•--) correspond to
F(x) = 0.229658 for (ii) and F(x) = 10.329658 around the actual (non-
optimized) set of the model parameters. The curve joining the open
circles indicates the path of the convergence towards the optimized
set of parameters.

Saae as in Fig.7 hut for the S. case of Model 2. The continuous
curves 2, 3, k and 5 correspond to F(x) = 0.0181263, = 1.0081263,
= 5.1081263 and 10.1081263 around the optimized set of the
parameters a and X. The dashed curves correspond to the ?(x)
values O.Ol!*O826 and 10.011(0626 around parameter set of the actual model.
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Fig. 8

Fii;.9 Contour plots of Model 3 f^S.. caaej for tHe different valuea of the
function F(x) around the optimized set Cl) of the parameters alpha
and lambda. The continuous curves 2, 3, h and 5 correspond,
respectively, to FU) • 1.029206, = 2.029206, • 5.029206 and
« 9.029206. TM dashed curves correspond to F(x) « I.0U096 for
(ii) anf ?{it) • 9.0^096 for (iii) around the actual set {i) of
the model parameters. Please refer to Fig.7 for additional details.

Fig.10 Same as in Fig.9 but for the S case of Model 3. The continuous
curves 2, 3, *t and 5 correspond to P(x) = 0.80136, = 1.00136,
• 5.80136 and « 9.60136 around the optimized set of the parameters
a and X . Hie dashed curves correspond to the F(x) valueB
I.0U096 for {ii) and 9.01*096 for (i i i) around the parameter aet of
the actual model.

Fig.11 The high-energy behaviours of the SQ phase shifts corresponding to
the Models i ( *— ), 2 (—+- + — ) , 3 (—0-0—) ^ 1, ( _ • _ # — ) .

Fig.12

Fig. 13

Same as in Fig.11 hut for S case.

The variation of the real part of the 5-matrix with q. for the Snthe °
case of all/four models and the experimental analyses of Arndt et al .
( • • • • ) . Please refer to Fig. 11 for the remaining curve conventions.

The variation of the imaginary part of the S-matrix with q, for the SQ

ease .of all the- four., models. Please refer to Fig.11 for the curve
conventions.

Fig.15

Fig.16

Same as in Fig.13 but for the S. case.

q

Save as in Fig.lU but for the S^ case.
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